
My coffee, my moment.



Mon Caffè is the concept of 

top quality coffee for the catering trade. 

Slow low-temperature roasting makes  

selected coffee varieties unfold 

charming scents and fascinating flavours

as well as rich and delightful tastes.

The relaxing cup of coffee will fulfil

expectations of most demanding

espresso lovers.



Taste.
It is time for coffee.

The temperature of the coffee in the cup has fallen to approximately 65°C

and is now ideal for the perception of its taste. Sugar is not needed, as

the best espresso coffee is already featuring the right

sweetness/bitterness ratio. Anyway, … suit yourself. A short sip, just a few

millilitres, and the coffee fills the mouth. The taste buds are curiously

tracing the harmony of the perfect taste, ... Following these basic steps,

we discover properties, based on which we are going to decide, whether

we like the coffee.

These properties are depending on a number of factors, but foremost on

the coffee variety or blend. Thus, Arabica is distinguished by its balanced

acidity/bitterness ratio, while Robusta is known to be typically bitter, …

Due to relevant knowhow and experience manufacturing coffee blends,

we achieve marvellous harmonies of flavour and taste. With due

indulgence, Mon Caffè will become your coffee in a breath.

My coffee, my moment.

Getting to know Indulgence



Fragrance and Aroma. 
Two moments tasting perfection

Two moments are crucial when it comes to the perception of coffee 

fragrance.

The first moment occurs when the coffee reaches the temperature of 

about 80°C. Stirring it gently, the creamy foam is able to release the 

fragrance; then, the nose is approached to the resting cup. For a couple 

of seconds, the vapours are inhaled intensely enabling the entire palette 

of flavour nuances to enter the nostrils. Now, the sensory organs can focus 

on the diversity of the aroma or flavour – fresh and mild flower, citrus fruit, 

fruits and spice nuances, from jasmine to almond. 

Now, it is your memory’s turn: fragrances are recognised depending on 

the experience of their perception. It’s all about a pleasant practice, 

training the sensitivity of perception: coffee flavour is composed of about 

700 chemical compounds, the possibilities of combination are infinite, ...

Our sensory organs unconsciously strive for a noble and genuine flavour 

with a perfectly balanced taste.  These properties are connected by a 

common thread – a fine roast nuance, not dominating other aroma 

components.

The second moment of coffee flavour perception occurs upon the intake. 

While exhaling with the mouth slightly open, the retronasal olfaction (taste 

perception) will return new aroma components. Nuances of freshly baked 

bread, filo dough and cocoa are perceived as decisive and very pleasant 

at the same time. The delicious espresso aftertaste will prolong the 

unique coffee experience for quite a while.

Getting to know Indulgence



Mon Caffè Espresso 

AR O M ATIC O

Blend of selected coffee varieties with rich flavour

Roasted beans, Package: 1000g

The rich and noticeably sweet flavour

reminding of ripe fruits rounds the typical 

cocoa bitterness, and the nuances of

biscuits and hazelnuts, with mild spicy and 

chocolaty overtones, accompanied by a fine 

acidity.

My coffee, my moment.



Mon Caffè Espresso 

F O R TE

Blend of selected coffee varieties with intensive taste

Roasted beans, Package: 1000g

The typically full flavour of freshly baked 

bread and pastry, and the intensive taste 

enrich the hazelnut nuances with mildly 

bitter walnut. The fine acidity captivates 

in gentle balance with the sweetness. 

My coffee, my moment.



A mildly sour blend with a pleasant and 

sweet flavour. 

Robusta provides for the thick creamy 

foam, the taste is featuring bitter cocoa 

nuances. Prepared with self-service 

machines, the coffee will keep its 

superb quality. 

Mon Caffè Espresso 

Coffee to go

Blend of selected coffee varieties for self-service 

machines

Roasted coffee beans, Package: 1000g

My coffee, my moment.



Good coffee is like art – fascinating 

through harmonies of form and colour.

To make perfect coffee, a hidden gift is needed

and reflected in the thick hazelnut-coloured foam 

as well as countless flavour nuances.

With Mon Caffè, the expectations 

of your guests will always be fulfilled.

With top-quality coffee, expert training 

in coffee making and careful 

maintenance of coffee machines,

your cup of coffee will always be the best.

Making good Coffee



Espresso

A Mon Caffè espresso will 
keepa thick hazelnut-
coloured foam on the 

surface.
The rich flavour and decisive 
taste are rounded by a range 

of nuances provided by 
essential oils. 

Reduced content of caffein 
and acid is typical.

Macchiato

The espresso is added just 
a bit of hot milk with thick 

foam, rounding flavour and 
taste harmonically. 

This balanced coffee drink 
will provide for relaxing 

coffee moments time and 
again.

Capuccino

The espresso is added a bit 
more of hot milk with thick 

foam – and the resolute 
espresso turns into 

the luscious cappuccino. 
It is vital that the milk is not 

too hot or has not been 
heated too often –

this could change flavour 
and taste of the smooth 

coffee drink.

White coffee
A larger cup with espresso

is filled with quite some 
milk and foam.

The exquisitely mild coffee 
drink accompanied by 
biscuits or other pastry

will provide for a proper 
meal for the great hunger 

in between  or just 
comfort food.

Latte macchiato
A large cup of hot milk with 

foam is added an 
espresso. 

The creamy milk enriched 
with genuine espresso 

taste – also melded with 
pastry – will reveal a new 
experience of the coffee 

ritual.

… It's good to know 
that:

caffè americano or long 
coffee loses part of the 
flavour and taste of the 

espresso, loses the 
beneficial effects of 

essential oils and 
vitamins,  contains more 

caffein and acid.

Our specialists will gladly 
provide you with many 

valuable advice and teach 
you how to serve your 
guests the best coffee 
drink made from the 
exquisite Mon Caffè.

Making good Coffee



EMONEC KAFE d.o.o. 
Vanganelska cesta 20, 
6000 Koper, Slovenija

T: 05 625 9078

info@emoneckafe.si
www.emoneckafe.si

B e c o m e  o u r  p r o u d  b u s i n e s s  p a r t n e r :

My coffee, my moment.

Order a test coffee cupping:

M: 051 309 119 
E: horeca@moncaffe.eu

facebook.com/emoneckafe.si

instagram.com/emoneckafe.si

Manufactured and filled by:

mailto:info@emoneckafe.si

